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 Thank you for this opportunity to address 

such a distinguished forum. On behalf of 

GreyNet International and the GreyGuidei - its 

web access portal and repository, I seek to 

present to you a selection of sustained 

information resources in the field of grey 

literature, which I hope will be of interest to 

you and your communities of practice. 

Just to be clear on an accepted definition –  

Grey Literature is that which is produced on all 

levels of government, academics, business and 

industry that is not controlled by commercial 

publishing. 

 I’ve divided my presentation into the 

following five sections as shown on this slide. 

Some brief background information will help 

recall the entry of grey literature on Europe’s 

information landscape. 

It was my good fortune to have become a part 

of that movement in 1986, where I headed the 

Department of Documentary Information for 

the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 

Sciences. 

At that time, the leading European 

organization was EAGLE and its primary 

mandate was the development SIGLE, the 

European database of BIBLIOGRAPHIC grey 

literature. Those records later became openly 

accessible in OpenSIGLE, today known as 

OpenGreyii. 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2561-3631
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 In 1992, I resigned from the Academy and 

founded GreyNet, the Grey Literature Network 

Service. And, the following year, GreyNet’s 

First International Conference on Grey 

Literature was held in Amsterdam.  

In that same year, in Washington D.C. a Foreign 

Acquisitions Workshop was held on grey 

literature with representatives from nearly all 

of the U.S. Federal libraries. 

 The results of those two forums an ocean 

apart together with the technical advances of 

internet and the WWW provided the needed 

direction and focus on Research in the field of 

grey literature, which remains until today. 

Research that would unmask the demand side 

bias, while at the same time explore the supply 

side of grey literature – its production and 

publication. 

 Over the years, GreyNet together with its 

organizational membership has expanded its 

mission and goals as shown here. To capture 

the results of research in both print and 

electronic publications, to comply with open 

access, to share its findings by way of a 

program of training and education, and to 

bring grey literature outside its traditional 

catchment via a campaign of public awareness.

 GreyNet’s infrastructure is supported and 

driven by five working committees as shown 

here on this slide.  

Each of these chaired committees are focused 

on one of the five goals embedded in GreyNet’s 

mission from research through to public 

awareness. 

http://www.greynet.org/
http://www.greynet.org/home/aboutgreynet.html
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 Now let’s have a look at how GreyNet.org 

has gone about implementing these goals. 

 As to Research

Besides the research results that are brought 

to the GL-Conference Series by the hundreds of 

authors, coauthors, and researchers 

worldwide, GreyNet also seizes the 

opportunity to engage in conference-based 

research involving its diverse stakeholders and 

their communities of practice. 

This slide shows some of those research 

projects and initiatives, which have ingested 

new developments in information and have 

secured for GreyNet a level of competitive 

advantage. 

 As to Publication

The combined work of GreyNet’s author base 

is formally published in a number document 

types both in print and electronic formats. 

Some of these serial collections date back a 

quarter century carrying the same ISSNs.  

 As to Open Access

GreyNet with the collaboration of its service 

providers can boast that it is fully open access 

compliant. This holds not only with regard to 

full-textsiii, but also to their accompanying 

research dataiv, as well as the non-textual 

audio-visual materialv. Together these grey 

literature resources are housed in a number of 

portals, repositories, and archives all of which 

are discoverable via the WorldWideScience 

Gatewayvi. 
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 As to Education

GreyNet’s program of training and education, 

while once ad hoc has for the past decade been 

carried out in a series of summer workshops 

and in the GreyForum Seriesvii. This series is 

organized together with other communities of 

practice, where grey literature offers common 

ground. 

 As to Public Awareness

Efforts in bringing grey literature outside the 

sole realm of research and academic libraries 

to the broader public, GreyNet turned to social 

media – initially LinkedIn and Twitter, later 

followed by Facebookviii.  

To date these channels, serve more as a means 

to publicize and promote rather than as a 

platform for discussion for which it was also 

intended. 

 Ladies and Gentlemen, due to the 

limitations of time, I would like to drill down a 

bit further on just one use-case from each of 

GreyNet’s five core initiatives. 

http://www.greynet.org/greyforumseries.html
http://www.greynet.org/home/socialmedia.html
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 One of GreyNet’s conference-based 

research projects dealt with leveraging grey 

literature resourcesix. Leveraging implies the 

effective use of a cognitive tool applied in 

order to improve and/or enhance an 

organization’s positional advantage. It is the 

power to act effectively on behalf of one’s 

stakeholders by using its key resources to their 

maximum advantage. 

In short, GreyNet’s various types of 

stakeholders were identified, its sustained 

information resources were identified, and a 

survey was carried out in order to determine 

the stakeholders’ use of these resources. A 

comparison was then made with available 

usage statistics from various sources, such as 

from GreyNet’s system providers, licensing 

agent, webpage stats, and other in-house 

statistics. The results indicated that two of the 

nine sustained resources did not meet an 

acceptable level of disparity. These were 

GreyNet’s research data and its social media. 

How these two resources were than further 

leveraged will shortly be seen. 

 From among GreyNet’s serial publications, 

The Grey Journalx (TGJ) is the most widely 

known. TGJ is in its 15th volume and is true to 

its slogan being “the flagship journal for the 

international grey literature community”.  

TGJ brings in subscription fees, limited 

royalties, and usage stats. It advances citation 

and references to grey literature. TGJ attracts 

special issues and has since 2017 included the 

publication of data papers, which in turn has 

driven traffic to GreyNet’s research data in the 

DANS Archive increasing their potential for 

reuse as well as implementing the FAIR data 

principles. 

https://doi.org/10.17026%2Fdans-zbf-kqwj
http://www.greynet.org/thegreyjournal.html
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 As earlier mentioned, all of GreyNet’s 

content is Open Access compliant. Over the 

past five years it’s content which was located 

on a myriad of web pages has since migrated 

to the GreyGuide Portal and Repository. The 

repository currently has four collections as 

shown on this slide.  

Last year, a drive to include persistent 

identifiers – namely the ORCiD for authors and 

researchers; and the DOI for their publications 

was launched. GreyNet became a minting 

service for DOI’s via the Datacite Registry. 

Next month in Hannover the results of a 

recent stakeholder survey on the value of 

persistent identifiers for grey literaturexi will 

be presented. One of the lead questions on 

the survey that relates to the GreyGuide is 

whether the DOI can be used as an incentive 

in the acquisition of records for the 

repository? 

 Earlier this month, the latest seminar in the 

GreyForum Series focused on Grey Literature 

and the Circular Economyxii. GreyNet together 

with an Amsterdam based platform provided 

a first of its kind forum introducing the 

fundaments of this economic model, how the 

information industry can best adapt to the 

circular economy, and in particular the 

importance of grey literature resources in 

tracking and generating societal awareness to 

the circular economy. 

 Facebookxiii is the last social media to which 

GreyNet ascribed. In fact, it was a direct 

response to the project on leveraging 

resources. Facebook has demonstrated its 

potential to influence and drive traffic to the 

GreyNet’s other sustained information 

resources. This slide shows a recent example. 

A simple posting of the List of Participating 

Organizations to next month’s GL21 

Conference in Hannover reached more than 

500 friends. When we then look at the website 

stats during that same timeframe, we 

encounter a noticeable increase in the number 

of page hits and eventual downloads to that 

List of Participating Organizations. 

http://greyguide.isti.cnr.it/
http://www.greynet.org/greyforumseries/circulareconomy.html
https://www.facebook.com/greynetinternational
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 Ladies and Gentlemen, I have come to the 
final point in my presentation. My coverage of 
GreyNet up until now has been rather upbeat. 
Its current infrastructure has stepped up to 
the challenges faced over the past five years.  

However, the balance of human resources 
needed to sustain and develop its information 
resources has come into question.  

In response, GreyNet has initiated a plan to 
modify its infrastructure. The management of 
the GL-Conference Series starting in 2020 will 
be outsourced to the conference host. This 
modification carries with it the slogan “Change 
for Growth”. 

 Ladies and Gentlemen (Colleagues), thank

you for your interest in grey literature and 

GreyNet. On behalf of the GL21 Program 

Committee and GreyNet’s Organizational 

Membershipxiv whose logos appear here, I 

take this opportunity to invite you consider 

participating in next month’s conference in 

Hannover on ‘Open Science and Grey 

Literature’xv.  

And now, I would like to field any questions you 

may have at this time. 
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